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1. Introduction 

The design of fuzzy logic control of dynamic systems is based upon the knowledge 
of human experience in controlling a dynamic process. The human operator can 
take control decisions based on a qualitative information about states of the process. 
He can express his control strategy by means of linguistic description. The linguistic 
control algorithm consists of a set of linguistic implications linked together by 
connectives, e.g. : 

IF E=big THEN X=small 
ALSO 
IF E=medium THEN X=medium 
ALSO 

IF E=null THEN X =zero 

*)On leave from the Technical University of Kielce, 25-314 Kielce, Poland 

(1.1) 
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where: 

J". B. KISZKA, M. M. GUPTA, P. N. NIKlFORUK 

E = a process state or error, and 

X=a control action. 

The state variable E and the control action X take the linguistic values big, small, 

medium, etc. According to L. A. Zadeh (1975) the linguistic control algorithm (1.1) 

can be formalized by means of fuzzy sets, fuzzy implications, fuzzy relation, and 

compositioual rule of inference. Taking fuzzy implication as the Cartesian product : 

IF E THEN X=PE xx (e, x) = min {JlE (e), Jlx (x)}, Ve, x E E, X (1.2) 

and the connective ALSO as a fuzzy union, we obtain the fuzzy relation: 

R: {£}---+{.:¥} (1.3) 

where: JlE (e), Jlx (x)- fuzzy sets; {E}, {X} - families of the fuzzy sets. 

Fuzzy relation (1.3) and compositional rule of inference yields a mathematical 
model of linguistic description (1.1) given by 

where: 

X=EoR. 

o -the max-min composition, 

E- a fuzzy state, and 

X- a fuzzy control action. 

(1.4) 

Taking into consideration a thinking process of human being it is worth to see that 
the inference processes have basic influence on the quality of linguistic description. 
More specifically, a mathematical formalism of the implication IF ... THEN has 
a fundamental influence on the quality of fuzzy control. The characteristics of 
the fuzzy implications have been studied by many investigators (Zadeh 1973, 1984), 
Sembi and Mamdani (1980), Willmot (1980) and Kiszka, Kochanska and Sliwinska 

(1984)). 

It seems that operating properties of fuzzy implications should be interesting 

from the viewpoint of practical applications of a fuzzy logic controller. By an appro
priate choice of the fuzzy implication definitions it is possible to obtain desirable 
properties of the fuzzy logic controller. The purpose of this paper is to investigate 
the effect of different definitions of fuzzy implications and the sentence connective 
ALSO on the operating properties of a fuzzy logic controller. Some of the 
operating properties considered are settling time, steadystate, overshoot and 

tolerance range. 

An attempt will also be made to select a type of fuzzy implication which will 
ensure the best operating properties of the fuzzy logic controller. 
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2. Simulation studies and discussion 

Suppose that the operator of a certain process has provided a hypothetical 
verbal description of his cont{ol strategy in the form given by: 

IF E = negative big 
ALSO 

THEN X = negative medium 

IF E = negative medium THEN X = negative medium 
ALSO 
IF E = negath:e small 
ALSO 
IF E =zero 
ALSO 

THEN X = negative small 

THEN X= zero 

IF E = positi·ve small THEN X = positive small 
ALSO 
IF E = positive medium THEN X = positive big 
ALSO 
IF E = positive big THEN X = positive medium 

(2.0) 

where: E is a systems error, and X is a control action. The membership functions 
of control error and control action are defined as follows: 

(2.1) 
where: 

f - 6 then negative big 

1
-4 negative medium 
-2 negative small 

if Yo=l 0 zero + 2 then positive small 
+4 positive medium 
+6 positive big 

(2.2) 

The support of the fuzzy sets is defined as follows: 

s=Er=[ -6, -5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] (2.3) 

The dynamic characteristic of the fuzzy logic controller has been constructed based 
on the following compositional rule of inference: 

Xr+ 1 =X oR; t=O, 1, 2, ... , 10 (2.4) 

In (2.4), the following initial condition is taken: 

X0 =positive big. 

It is to be noted that the dynamic characteristic of the fuzzy logic controller makes 
control actions X =X (t) as a function of time. The static characteristic has been 
built based upon the expression: 

X=EoR (2.5) 
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where: 
E = a fuzzy singleton of error, 

X = a fuzzy singleton of control action. 

Also, it should be noted that in the flizzy controller the error and control action 
are statically related, X =X (E). -

In order to evaluate the usefulness of the fuzzy logic controller the following 
parameters have been used: 

Dynamical Properties: 
Steady state Xu 

X,,=lim X 1 ; t=O, 1, 2, ... (2.6) 
't-+CO 

Setting time Tr was counted from the input moment to the steady-state moment. 

·Oscillation period T was counted using the following relation: 

«(t+ n=x (t), (2.7) 
where: T= oscillation period. 

Oscillation amplitude A is a maximum value of the dynamic response. 
The maximum overshoot M is the maximum peak value of the response curve 
measured from the set value. 

Steady-state Properties: 
Forecasting ability a 

AX 
a=--

!!E 
(2.8) 

was defined as a ratio of incremental control . action and incremental error. 
The coefficient shows the ability of the fuzzy controller to forecast the future 
states based upon the current states. 

Tolerance range P 
P={EI AX/~E=constant} 

This coefficient shows the error domain where a control action takes constant 
values. 
It is an "insensi~ivity area" of the fuzzy controller. 

As stated earlier, the definitions of fuzzy implication IF ... THEN and connec
tive ALSO have strong influence on the fuzzy logic controller properties. 

Eight typical definitions of these implementation parameters have been given 
in Appendix I. Linguistic description of equation (2.0) of the control actions ·has 
been simulated by applying the techniques described here. The corresponding 
dynamic and static characteristics are shown in Figures 2.1 to 2.8. 

The characteristics of the fuzzy logic controller have been compiled in Table 2.1. 
Following interesting conclusions may be drawn from these studies. 

The fuzzy controller according to the definition (I.l) (see Appendix I) has very 
poor statical and dynamic properties (see Fig. 2.1 and Table 2.1). The required 
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Figure 2J. Dynamical and steady-state -cha
racteristics for fuzzy relation Rl 

Figure 2.2. Dynamical and steady-state cha
racteristics for fuzzy relation R2 

value has not been reached. The forecasting ability a=f/J, and the tolerance range 
P=[ -6, +6]. We see that the fuzzy relation defined by formula (I.l) cannot be 
used as a mathematical formalism of the linguistic controll~r given by (2.0). 

Using the definition given in (I.2), we see that the forecasting ability has hete
rogeneity property. The fuzzy controller (see Fig. 2.2) does not reach the required 
value. The tolerance range P=[ -4, 4] is very big. This means that a big change 
in control error does not cause any control action. This type of fuzzy controller 
also makes the overshoot M:= 1. It is easy to see that this type of controller can
not be used in practice. _. • 

The fuzzy controller defined by relation (I.3) (see Fig. 2.3) has a small forecasting 
ability, big tolerance range and steady-state value different from the required value. 
We can not accept these characteristics in a good regulator. - . 

Implementation of the linguistic description by the relation (1.4) introduces 
instability into the ·fuzZ.; controller, (see Fig. 2.4). The oscillation· period T= 1, 
and the oscillation amplitude X=2, (See Table 2.1). The instability property pre
cludes this type of controller as well. 

The fuzzy controller implemented according to relation (I.5) (see Appendix I) 
yields the best properties, (see Fig. 2.5). This type of the fuzzy controller has a very 
good forecasting ability and a good tolerance range. In this controller the required 
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Table 2.1 

Steady-state and dynamic characteristics of the fuzzy logic controller 

I I Steady-state Dynamic characteristics 
characteristics 

Fuzzy 0 0 ~ .§ bl) 

relation :§ t:: t:: 0 0 ·El 0 
'{' .g E... .8 '0 0 "' g~ bl) - ::l "' » t:: ~'0 o:!- ..<:: 

~ .£ ~ 0 ]~ :.::&-:- :a .9 =~ t~ ·~ 0. 0 bl) .., "' ~ l;l 8 > Ci] - s:l 
ili 0 o:! 

tn 0 0. 0 .. 0 p., c<l E-< ... 

R1 -6 I 0.5 0 0 0 0 [-6, 6] 

11 
Rz 5 2 1.5 1 1 -1, 0 [-4, 4] 

-3, 1 

-2 [-6,-4] 
R3 1 1 0 0 0 1 [-1, 6] 

0.7 
R4 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 

I 
-1 

Rs 0 1 0 0 0 1 [-6, 6] 

3 

R6 0 0 1 2 0 6 -
1 

R, -4 1 0 0 0 0 [-6, 6] 

0 
Rs 0 0 1 2 0 12 [-6,-4] 

value has been reached. The setting time is very short, T,=1. Here we do not observe 
any tendency for oscillations. This type of regulator is acceptable from an operating 
point of view. 

It is very interesting to note how the fuzzy relations defined by relations 
(1.6) and (1.8) influence the controller properties. Both of them give the same 
dynamic unstable characteristics but the static characteristics are different (see 
Figs. 2.6 and 2.8 and Table 2.1). Performance results of the analysis of these two 
controllers show that both of these fuzzy controllers cannot be used in practice. 

Implementation realized by relation (I. 7) does not cause admittedly insta
bility but the required value cannot be reached (see Fig. 2.7). This type of controller 
is also not good for practical use. 

Based upon these studies we conclude that the fuzzy logic controller has a huge 
flexibility in its properties. By an appropriate choice of the fuzzy mathematical 
apparatus we may have very strong influence on statical and dynamical properties 
of the fuzzy logic controller. Let us formulate the following optimization problem: 

"Choose the most appropriate operating properties of the fuzzy logic controller 
by varying the definition of the fuzzy implication operator." 

Let 
/: .£(E)~.£ (X) (2.9) 
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be the fuzzy implication definitions where: £ (X), E (E) are families of the 
fuzzy sets. 

Let 
W={Xu, T, T, A, M, a, P} (2.10) 

be the desired properties of the fuzzy logic controller. 
We have shown that the properties of the fuzzy controller depend upon the 

definition of the fuzzy implication. We can rewrite relation (2.10) as a function of 
formula (2.3): 

W (I)= { Xu (I), Tr (I), T (I), A (I), M (I), a (I), p (I)} 

The optimization problem may now be formulated as follows: 

W=ext. {Xu (/), Tr (I), T (I), A (I), M (I), a (I), p (I)} (2.12) 
1 

By virtue of the techniques described in this paper we may have 

Wopt={X:, r;, T*, A*, M*, a*, p*} (2.12) 
where 

"*" denotes optimal values of static and dynamic characteristics given, in this 
case, by fuzzy implication defined by the relation (1. 5). 

3. Conclusions 

Eight different definitions of fuzzy implication operators are examined, and 
their operational properties are studied. 

This study shows that the fuzzy logic controller has very flexible operating 
properties and it is possible to carry out an optimization of these properties in 
order to give the best possible operating characteristics. 

APPENDIX I 

Definitions of fuzzy relations 

JlR (e, x)= V { 1, .UE (e.)~ 1, .Ux (x1)= 1 
1 k= 1 0, otherWise 

(e x )= /\
7 

{ 1, .UE (e1)~ 1, .Ux (x1)= 1 
.UR, b 1 k= 

1 
0, otherWise 

7 

.UR
4 
(e1, x1)= 1\ {min [1, 1- .UE (e1)+ .Ux (x1)]} 

k=1 

7 

.UR, (et. x1)= 1\ {min [.UE (e1), .Ux (xJ)]} 
k=1 

(I.l) 

(1.2) 

(I.3) 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 
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Wplyw wyboru operatora implikacji rozmytej na wlasnoki 
dynamiczne i w stanie ustalonym regulatora opartego na 
rozmytej logice 

Rozwa:i:ono wplyw wyboru postaci operatora rozmytej implikacji na jakosc dzialania regula
tora opartego na rozmytej Jogice. Pewne typowe postacie operatora implikacji zostaly zastosowane 
do skonstruowania tego regulatora. Takie wlasnosci czasowej charakterystyki ukladu jak czas 
ustalania, przeregulowanie i wartosc w stanie ustalonym Sll uzywane jako kryteria dzialania regu
latora. Na podstawie tych kryteri6w dokonano oceny wplywu operatora implikacji na jakosc re
gulatora. 

BmmHHe Bhi6opa onepaTopa He'leTKOii: IIMRJIHKa~HH Ha 
~31\fii'ICCKIIC H ycTaHOBiffiWHCCH CBOHCTB3 peryJIHTOpa, 
OCHOB3HHOro Ha HC'ICTKOH JIOrlfKC 

PaCCMOTpeHO BJU!l!HHC Bbi60pa BH,!Ia OIICpaTopa He'!CTKOH l'IMllJIHKau!'IR Ha Ka'!ecTBO ,!ICH· 
CTBRll peryJiliTOpa, OCHOBaHHOl"O Ha He'ieTKOH JIOrmce. HeKOTOpbie THIIOBhiC BHW>I OIIepaTopa 
YMUJIHKaUirn 6biJIR HC!lOJib30BaHbi .IUU1 pa3pa60TKH JTOfO peryruuopa. TaKHe CBOHCTBa BpeMeHHOK 
xapaKTep:HCTHKH C:HCTCMhi, KaK BpCMll: YCIIOKOCHHll:, IIepeperyJIHpOBaH:HC H 3Ha'!CHHC B YCTaHOBl'IB· 
meMCll COCTOlllllU! HCllOJib3YJOTCll B Ka'ieCTBC KpHTepHCB ,l:ICHCTBHll peryJiliTOpa. Ha OCHOBe JTHX 
KPRTep!'ICB IIpOBO,l:IHTCll: OI.~eHKa BJlliliHIDI OIIepaTOpa :HMIIJIHKa[(HH Ha Ka'iecTBO peryJiliTOpa. 


